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1. Introduction and summary. 
A number of qualitative aspeots are suggested in this paper 

for the evaluation of in-plant  training programmes. In-plant 

training is here to demote those training programmes,  where 

the trainees, except for some   classroom instruction, devote 

the major part of their time  on practical assignments in 

industry.  These assignments may concern shopfloor- or plant- 

operating experiences as well  as laboratory,  engineering or 

organizational types of work.   The common and essential feature, 

however,  is the undertaking of these assignments while being 

exposed to real-life situations in industry. Special reference 

is aade to the aspeots of interests for the training of engl* 

noers from developing countries. 

In the seoond chapter a brief description is given of the 

objectives and nature of in-plant training. In particular ths 

training ie considered of younger university-graduated engineers 

to various funetions on the middle management level, suoh am 

research and development,  design and technical staff, production 

a*nagement, sales-engine ering and other semi-technical functions. 

The major evaluation o eat eri a whioh can be evolved for such 

training programmes are discussed in the subsequent chapters. 

The third ohapter contains an enumeration of the nrofessional 

subjects whioh are to be incorporated and the required degree 

of training-intensity. Four main areas of subjects are consideredt 

technological, soeio-eoonomle, quantitative-analytical and mana- 

gerial subjects. For the degree of training-intensity and also 

the selection- and admission requirements a scale with five  level« 

is suggested. 

The possible contributions of in-plant training to personality 
development are reviewed in the fourth and last chapter. In this 

ohapter also the effeots of real-life learning situations and 

the tutor-trainee relationship is discussed. 
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2.  Ill-plant  training:   ite  objectives  and  nature. 

2.1.   Basic  aim3. 
Knowledge  of technology  and a  readiness  to apply its 

discipline as a basis   for  thoughts  and  actions  is  the 

attitude  expected   from   the young qualified engineer 

upon entering his  career in industry.  Yet,  a further 

maturity of  these attributes must be anticipated aa 

well as the development  of perceptiveneas  for oppor- 

tunities of application and for now development possibi- 

lities and tendencies.   The latter requirement is on the 

one hand related to the economic changes continuously 

evolving and on the  other hand to the rapid strides  of 

technological advancement,  whioh necessitate a continuous 

replenishment of the  engineer's technological and scienti- 

fic knowledge. Career requirements  further pose special 

demands.  Two major streams may in this connection be 

distinguished in terms of their ultimate goals:  career- 

development towards senior professional functions and 
'i ) 

alternatively, towards  senior exeoutive  functions. 

The  former requires the  cultivation of originality of 

mind and of analytical powers. The  latter,  the career- 

development towards  executive functions,  demands a 

broadening and integration of technological abilities 

with bconomic and social knowledge and experience» and 

also the development of managerial skills. In both in- 

stances, though each with a different bias, personality 

development is further of essential impórtanos. 

2.2» Programme structure. 
In-plant training aids  the above development by systema- 

tically exposing the  trainees to learning situations,  which 

are of particular benefit to them at certain stages of the 

,;Notet   for a more detailed description of career-pattern 
and personality-requirements,  see  "In-plant training for 
engineers" by Yap Kie Han, report prepared for the  united 
Nations, November  19&3« 
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deecribed cartera.   In   particular  the  in-plant  training 

will be conaidered  of  younger university-graduated 

engineers,  who  are  expected  to occupy  -  after  the  training - 

the   following types  of   funotions  at  the  middl« management 

leveli 
- research and development  funotions 

- design,  technical staff or consultative funotions 

•» production-management  functions 

- sales engineering,   industrial training and  other semi- 

technical funotions. 

The prooees of in-plant training comprises a structured 

series of classroom instructions as well a3 practical 

work periods in workshop,  laboratory and organizational 

staff departments.   When conducted within the context of 

a certain company the  in-plant training programme will 

to a major degree be  oriented on those  produot- and procesa- 

aspeota,  which are representative  for the company's  specific 

technology. However,  it is also possible to conceive in- 

plant training on a broader, collective basis for a number 

of different companies within the same or from different 

sectors of industry* 

2«3. Duration and manner of tuition. 
Abovementioned in-plant training programmes may - depending 

on environ-mental factors and specific  objectives to be 

achieved - vary in duration from several months upto one 

and a half year or even longer. This relatively long period 

allows a programme-structure, which is not only aimed at 

group-instruction of subjects of common interests,  but 

should preferably also incorporate a substantial element 

of individualized tuition. 

The group-instruction nay cover a number of different sub- 

jects* Some common ones are the introduction of the  company '& 

or industries'   productprogramme-range,   of certain specific 

manufacturing processes and standards and the training in 

socio-economic and managerial subjects. 
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It Is desirable,   and  as a matter  of  faot a main objeotive 

of in-plant  training,   to expose  the  trainee during  the 

practical work  perioda te   real-life situations and  to 

engage him in assignments with some real practical  value. 

In this manner  a high degree  of  personal involvement   on 

the part  of the  trainee can be  attained.   It requires, 

however,  also  that speoial attention is ¿iven to the 

interaction between such a learning situation and the 

trainee concerned. This can only be attained through  indi- 

vidualized tutorship, which may not only cover abovementioned 

periods of practical work,  but may also ooncern theoretical 

instruction in subjects, which are of special interest 

either to make up a certain shortcoming in the trainee's 

background or to equip him in view of speoial requirements 

of a future function. 

2.4. Specific  functional objectives  and prerequisites. 

Each of the  tasks for which the  in-plant trainee is  being 

prepared, poses its speoifio demands. The major require- 

ments related to the abovementioned functions on ths middle 

management level will be briefly reviewed belowi 

(a) Research and development  functions. 
Originality, oreativeness and inventiveness are  perso- 

nality characteristics specifically required for re- 

search and development  functions. Candidates must further 

possess a good scientific background and a perceptiveness, 

which in the process of in-plant training is to  be de- 

veloped towards an apprehension of those innovation- 

aspects,  which are of speoial significance to the company 

or industry concerned. 

(b) Design,   technical staff  and  consultative  functions. 

Creativeness and analytical ability, yet with a pro- 

nounced aptitude for aohieving practical solutions i« 

a main characteristic,  which candidates for design, 

./. 
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technical staff  and  consultative  functions must   possess. 

This  aspect  Of pr ictical realization requires   a prag- 

matic  outlook,   which  must   be   amplified  in  the   process 

of in-plant  training  by  different situational  experiences 

and  by the development  of various analytical,   compu- 

tational  and  communicative   skills. 

(c)   Production management   functions. 
Organisational  and executive  abilitiea,   i.e.   to  antici- 

pate,  plan,  decide  and  control production-activities 

as well as influence  and  guide human actions  are  quali- 

ties desired in candidates  for production management 

functions.  The  candidates  should  further possess a natu- 

ral cost-consciousness.  In-plant training is  to sharpen 

these abilities  and to acquaint the candidates not only 

with the producta and  processes in use,  but also with 

the situations,  which  may moat likely occur,  and ths 

manner in handling such situations. 

(d)  Sales-engineering,  industrial training and other semi- 

ts clinical functions. 
A  natural interest  in  associating technology  with other 

fields of knowledge   is  a characteristic  of  candidates 

for semi-technical industrial functions.   In the   field of 

sales-engineering it  is the  aptitude  for commerce and in 

ths field of industrial training for the process of im- 

partation of knowledgs  to  others.  In-plant training 

acquaints the candidates with the products,  situations 

or other objects on which such a combination of know- 

ledge is valuable and  iaparte the approach and methods 

applicable. 

Ths abovementionsd requirements and objectives also apply to 

ths in-plant  training in industrially advanced countries of 

sngineera cosing from devrloping countries.   An extra dimension 

is, however,  added.  For,   the  trainees of developing countries 

ars expected  to abstract  the knowledge and exporiencs gained 
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and subsequently judge its technologioal as well as 

socio-economic applicability in the environmental 

situation of their home-country. This factor also 

poses its specifio demands on the programme structure 

and methods of training. 

2.5» Areas of programme-evaluation. 

From the above brief review of the objeotives and the 

nature of in-plant training, two major areas may be 

•volved for evaluating specific in-plant training pro- 

grammes > 

• The first area concerns the professional subjeot-content, it« 

technologioal soope and functional-orientation, and the 

degree of praetical proficiency it is expected to gene- 

rate. 

- The second area concerns the possible contributions of 

the in-plant training progresse« te the personality 

development of the candidates and their prospective oaxeer* 

development patterns. 

These two areas of evaluation will be considered in moro 

detail in the next two chapters, also fro« the point of 

view of applicability to engineering-trainees from developing 

countries» 

./. 
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3.   Evaluating the  professional  subject-contents of  inplant  training 

programes. 
3,1 Main  subject-areas and desired  levels of proficiency. 

Four main areas of professional   subjects are  constituting 

the core of inplant training programmes for younger university 

graduated engineers proceeding towards the abovedescribed 

functions at middle management  level.  These  subject-areas 

are  t 

- technological subjects 

• socio-econoiaic  subjects 

- quantitative-analytical  subjects 

- managerial subjects 

These  four areas will be  described below in more detail» 

Also a relative aesesment is made of  the degree to which ths 

various subjects should be incorporated in the inplant 

training programme. Five levels of absconding importane« will 

in this respect be distinguished  t 

- 0 •  zero,  no specif io knowledge required 

• B • basic knowledge required as can be expected from the 

preceding scholastio education,  or altenatively denot- 

ing,  that only some basic understanding needs to bs 

imparted in the course of the inplant-training, 

- I m intermediate level )    leT#ls of increasing proficienoy 

- A - advanced level )    a±a#d at durlng the process of 

- M - maximum level )    iaplant training. 

The M(axiraua)-level is the highest degree of proficiency, 

which can be expected as a result of the inplant training 

programme• Obviously,  this maximum-level applies only ta 

selected subject-requirements in view of certain functional 

objectives. For the remainder of the subjects the A- and 

l-\evela are to be considered,  and also th« B-level if only 

imparting of basic understanding is neoessary. 

Th* same levels, and inparticular the 0-, B- and I-levels, 

may be applied to define the selection- and admission- 

requirements. In annexes I and II two examples are given 

./. 
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of evaluation-profiles of  inplant  trainine programmes 
oriented  towards desißn-  and production-management-funotions 

respectively. 

3,2 The  technological subject-contcns. 
The technological subjects concern product-knowhow,  process- 
knowhow,   research-and-development-abilitios,   design-abilities 

and operating abilitieo. 

The product-knowhow is company- or industry-oriented.  Only 

in rare instances this product-knowhow is attained during 

the professional education,  though design-abilities may have 

been extensively instructed. The latter would particularly 

relate  to principles governing the functional design of 

products, knowledge of materials,  computational methods and 

procedures and other general design and drawing practices 

and techniques. The  specific pro duct-characteristic a are, 

however,  in general to bo  learned during the engineer's 

oareer in industry,  after completion of his scholastic 

eduoation.  Product knowhow is therefore a specific  element 

to be incorporated in inplant-training. For corporate pro- 

grammes an advanced level is necessary for ell trainees, where- 

as candidates for the design-functions should on this subject 

be exposed to the maximum degree. 

Similarly, a maximum-level of prooess-knowhow is required 

for candidates forraproduction-raanagement functions, whereas 

an advanced or intermediate level may suffice in the case of 

candidates for other functions. 

As the younger engineers are all,  though to a varying degree, 

expected to contribute to  the technological advancement, 

experimentation and research procedures should also be pwt 

of their inplant training programmes.  In this instance i. 

maximum degree is applicable to the candidates for research 
and development functions. Training in research- and develop- 

ment methods is also particularly valuable for enginoers from 

developing countries obtaining training in industrially 

advanced countries. For,  these engineers will have to acquire 
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a   substantial  insight in   the   influence  of  environmental 

factors on the  application  o¿ various technologies  (products 

a&  well as processes)   in   their homo-countries.   To   aid  them 

in  experimenting with  technical novelties and  introducing 

new products  and processes under  different  socio-economic 

conditions it   is desirable   to aim  for  this group of engineers 

at  imparting an intermediate,  and  preferably an advanced  level 

of proficiency in researoh and development practices. 

The  engineers  are not  expected to  undertake  themselves in 

their  future   functions productivo  oporating activities,  A 

certain degree of practice is however indispensable, and may 

vary from a basic level for research-candidates to an inter- 

mediate or  even advanced  level for  production management- 

candidates.  Apart from its prof^ssionaJs training merits,  these 

operating-experiencas during their inplant training are also 

valuable to breakdown the white-collar-barrier,  which in the 

present stage of technological advancement and automation 

become s more  and more incongruant with the nature and spirit 

of industry. 

3,5 The  socio-oconouic subject-contents* 

The  training in socio-aconomic  subjects aims at imparting 

an awareness of the specific environmental conditions in which 

industry operates, and also at instructing in the use of 

certain socio-economic methods and practices. The main  subjects 

relate to the fields of oosts, instruction,  communication and 

commercial relations, 

A good insight in costs is a fundamental requirement,  which 

should in particular    be  emphasized to the maximum degré« for 

production-management candidates. The latter will also require 

a maximum of training in instructional and comiaunicativ« 

abilities. 

A maximum degree of training in commercial,  and also in 
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communicative   skills,   should bo  imparted  to  prospective 

sales-en^inoers,   v;ho  will  also  require   a  fair  amount  of 

instructional abilities and  a well-developed cost-conscious- 

ness.   Exposure   to   these   socio-econo..dc   subjects io also 

essential to  candidatos for  research-and-developrnent-funct- 

ions a:.d for  design- and other technical staff  functions. 

Apart  from understanding  the  environmental  framowork within 

which  thoir functions have  to be executed,  proficiency in 

these  socio-economic abilities is aleo  vital for  integrating 

their  tßchnical-orienta» work with  the  other aspects of  the 

industrial enterprise and in implementing practical results. 

3,^ The  quantitative-analytical  subject-contents. 

Sharpening of  the analytical abilities is an essential part 

of inplant trainane, in particular to improve th« trainee»• 

perceptiveness towards change, both changes of a technological 

as well as of a   socio-economic  nature* 

Furthermore training in methods for  systematic analysis and 

for  eolution-developraent is desirable.  In this respect,  each 

function will require its own specific  tochniques,   such as 

laboratory-analysis-aad-testing-msthods for research- 

functions,  or  industrial  engineering  techniques for product- 

ion-raana£ercent-fimctions,   or narket-research-iaethods for 

salea-engin-ering-functiono. Common elements in all these 

techniques are,  however,   the methods for deriviation of 

optimum-solutions,  system-engineering  (analysis as well as 

rationalization of procedures)  and dataprooessoing (methods 

and devices applicable). To trainees from developing countries 

a study of historic replication may be of particular valus. 

The historic replication methods ales at deriving from a 

study of industrial history,  those experiences and elements 

which are valuable to an environment at a less advanced 

technical and ooonotcic level, and subsequently alms at developing 

a replica-pattern, not a duplicative on* y which may facilitât« 

an aocelerated rate of advancement. 
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J.5 The  managerial subject-conttnta. 
A  good  comprehension  of the  planning,  decision-ra*king and 

control-elements  characteristic   for the  managerial  function 

is  indispensable   for all  trainees.   This  insight must extend 

to  the  various  levels of the  management hierarchy ari  the 

powers  and  the  limitations inherent to each  level.  A certain 

degree of practice  in these managerial processes  should also 

be incorporated,  e.g.  through role-playing. To candidates 

for  the  mora operative types  of  functions   (production- 

management or sales)  practise  under real-life  situations 

is desirable, e.g.  through seconding executives and possibly 

even substituting them during short periods of  tiae.  Further- 

more  the  completion within the period of in-plant training 

of a full cycle of planning,   executing and controlling ths 

implementation of an industrial activity is to  the  trainees 

an invaluable experience, even if the assignments do not 

always  lead to  fully successful practical results. Ths above- 

described insight, and preferably also the practical expériences 

in managerial functions, is  too of great value to trainees 

from developing countries, where Managerial talents «re la 

general very scares« 

./. 
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k.  Evaluating the  contribution   to  personality development 
and   the  training methods   employed. 
Besides imparting professional instruction and practical 
•xperiences, in-plant training also aims at contributing 
to   the personality development of  the  young  engineer. 

In  the  first place  it aims, as already previously referred 
to,  at developing perceptiveness and interests of the young 
•ngineers. It involves ths sharpening of hie  awareness and 
alertness and  also   the  elimination,  or at  least  the lessening 
of obstruent barriers from mental inhibitions  and biases. 

Another factor,  which has also been previously touched upon, 
is  the contribution of in-plant training towards a sharpe- 
ning of the analytical abilities of the trainee.  This implies 
that the training programase - in spite of  their practical 
nature - should not contain too many elements of siaple rou- 
tine. Preferably,  the practical exercises - also on ehopfloor- 
level - should all have some intellectual challenge built into 
them.  It is also possible to differentiate  this secondary, 
but essential element according to the various  functional 
interests, such as including in a practical » rkshop assign- 
sent for prospective reaearchworkers a small  experimentation 
or in tasks allotted to prospective design-engineers a produot- 
developoent feature. These instances are illustrative for the 
great variety,  which can be incorporated in  the assignments 
in order to avoid an undesirable overdose of routine, and to 
cultivate those analytical abilities as desired in view of 
ths future functional task-requireaeats of ths trainees* 

As s third factor the development of organisational abilities 
is to be considered. Though largely dependent upon the personal 
qualities of the individual,  the proeess of in-plant trainine 
may contribute  to a general improvement in the systesatis 
approach towards solving probleas within the  context of a 
company's organisational structure. 

./. 
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Character and disposition are  two other elements,   which may 
be   influenced by  exposure   to  certain   learning situations and 

by appropriate guidance.   In particular the  improvement  of 

personal qualities  for  teamwork and  interlinked   with  it  the 

improvement of emotional  stability are  elements   to  which in- 

plant   training programmes  may  contribute,   as  a   varied  acala 

of  real-life  learning situations «nay  be  construed  in  the  pro- 

gramme.  It may also  contribute  to  the   fostering  of some other 

personality characteristics,  such as  natural  leadership trait«, 

or possibly also  the development of positive aggressiveness 

as required for sales engineering functions. 

The  improvement of endurance is another element  of importance 

to  in-plant training.  It may be assumed,  that all candidate« 

are «elected upon admission to the  training programa« on th«ir 

physical a« well as mental aptness.  Tet,  the in-plant  training 

programme should cultivate this  fitness further  in order to 

prepare the trainee«  for the «train«,  which are  inherent to 

the  responsibilities of their prospective  function«.  *ben shift- 

work is applicable,  adjustment towards working-hour require- 

ment« way also b« « «pecial point to be noted in this respect« 

Th« potential learning effect« of environmental  change is in 

a laa-tlujum manner attained in the case of engineers  from developing 

countries, who are for th« first time receiving in-plant training 

in an industrially advanced country.  The  in-plant situation 

brings thea into a close personal involvement with th« industrial 

setting,  and on off-training hour« with th« «ooio-econoai« 

environment. Much of thi« learning potential ia lo«t when th« 

training is restricted to the confines of «pecial training 

workshops and when the  trainee« are housed in special dormi- 

tories both exclusively aligned to thea.  The««  lattar situations 

filter out th« possibilities for observing  the continuous stream 

of technological developments and activities which constitute 

th« daily life within the industrial enterprise  and for noticing 

its  direct and  indireot effect«  on the advancement of the «o- 

oi«ty.  These observation« are essential elements ia th« per- 

•A 
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ception proceas  of  the  trainee,  hie  conceptualization of 

industrial  advancement,   ite  possible   nitfalle   »nd   contri- 

butions,   the  consolidation of hie  personal impressions 

and the integration of new percepts  into his pattern of 

thought and motivation and  the evolveaent of hie   resolution 

to apply the knowledge and sxperience  gainsd. 

To  the above in-plant  learning procese the effective gui- 

dance from a well-qualified tutor may  eubetantially con- 
tribute.  A laieaer-faire-leieeer-pesser attitude  should be 

«voided, also - or rather,  in particular - in ths periods 

of practical work. The tutor should rather  *ct as  an advisor 

allowing the  trainee to bear the largest possible  degree of 

responsibility for the results of his  assignment;   yet, 

following hin closely,  correcting him  on poseible  points of 

shortcomings' end preventing his to make irreparable blunders, 

pointing out new avenues for further improvement,   avoiding 

••diocrity and encouraging efforts  to attain an even higher 

degree of excellence. To provide this  guidance,   the tutor 

possesses in the structuring of the trainee's inplant training 

programme and in formulating the specific assignments of which 

it is constituted,  a training tool,  in which a high degree of 

refinement can be developed and which provides an important 

••«sure to judge ths quality of the in-plant training pro- 

grease* 
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